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main issues: that “women’s inclusion was not an
apolitical gift from elected leaders who knew its
time had come;” that enfranchising women and
other reforms like the secret ballot should be
thought of as “substitute strategies for stacking the
state;” and that scholars should ask how suffrage
coalitions and victories “impacted different groups
of women systematically” (pp. xi-xii).

Teele takes issue with Corinne McConnaughy’s
arguments concerning expectations of how wom‐
en would vote. Teele summarizes McConnaughy as
arguing that “many politicians expected women to
replicate their husband’s votes” and that therefore
“suffrage would not have mattered for electoral
politics and hence suffrage extension could not
have been ‘strategic’’’ (pp. 36-7). Teele argues that
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common view is that women are more conserva‐

the strategies and movements they research into

tive, parties on the right that are vulnerable to
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competition should promote women’s inclusion,
while in places where women are deemed more
progressive should produce support for reform by
groups on the left when competition is high (p. 38,
ital. original).
The British chapter details the suffrage move‐
ment’s choice to ally with the Labour Party in a
successful effort to get suffrage, while the US chap‐
ter emphasizes the importance of political compe‐
tition, noting the lack of success in the South,
where Democrats largely controlled political pow‐
er. In each case, Teele details quid pro quo arrange‐
ments between suffragists and politicians who
agreed to support reform. She also discusses sever‐
al forms of partial suffrage, like the right of women
to vote in schoolboard elections only, which often
occurred before legislators granted full suffrage.
The French chapter argues that politically weak in‐
cumbents stood against enfranchising women,
whom they assumed would support their political
opposition.
Some of the state details in the US chapter are
inaccurate, although it is easy to see how this could
occur in a work focused on suffrage in multiple na‐
tions. For example, figure 4.1 appears to show
Texas having presidential suffrage in 1917, which is
inaccurate (pp. 85-6). Arkansas and Texas both en‐
acted primary woman suffrage, yet Teele describes
them as “states that allowed for the presidential
franchise but nothing else” (p. 86). In one-party
states, primary suffrage was a crucial precursor to
full suffrage.
In her conclusion, Teele reiterates her call for
scholars of democracy to include woman suffrage
in their analyses. She also asks scholars to rethink
how effective woman suffrage was at winning fur‐
ther reforms and argues for including “policy con‐
cessions” suffragists forced from politicians even
before achieving suffrage (p. 191). Teele’s work is
an informative read that will help scholars of lo‐
cal, state, or national suffrage movements place
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